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ABSTRACT 
We consider the perturbation properties of the eigensolution of Hermitian 
matrices. For the matrix entries and the eigenvalues we use the realistic “floating- 
point” error measure l&/al. Recently, Demmel and Veselid considered the same 
problem for a positive definite matrix H, showing that the floating-point perturbation 
theory holds with constants depending on the condition number of the matrix 
A = DHD, where Aij = 1 and D is a diagonal scaling. We study the general 
Hermitian case along the same lines, thus obtaining new classes of well-behaved 
matrices and matrix pairs. Our theory is applicable to the already known class of 
scaled diagonally dominant matrices as well as to matrices given by factors-like those 
in symmetric indefinite decompositions. We also obtain norm estimates for the 
perturbations of the eigenprojections, and show that some of our techniques extend to 
non-Hermitian matrices. However, unlike in the positive definite case, we are still 
unable to describe simply the set of all well-behaved Hermitian matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The standard perturbation result for the eigenvalue problem of a 
Hermitian matrix H of order n, Hx = Ax, reads [5] 
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where 
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A; = A, + SA, < -a. < A!,, = A,, + ah,, 
are the eigenvalues of H and H + 6H, respectively. The perturbation matrix 
6 H is again Hermitian, and 11 * 11 2 is the spectral norm. The backward error 
analysis of various eigenvalue algorithms initiated by Wilkinson [ll] follows 
the same pattern, i.e. the roundoff error estimates are given in terms of 
norms. A more realistic perturbation theory starts from the fact that both the 
input entries of the matrix H and the output eigenvalues are given in the 
floating-point form. Thus, a desirable estimate would read 
(1.2) 
where we define O/O = 0. Colloquially, “floating-point” perturbations are 
those with 1 SH,,I < ~1 H,,I, E small. Similarly, we call a matrix well behaved 
if (1.2) holds with a “reasonable” C, i.e. if the small relative changes in the 
matrix elements cause small relative changes in the eigenvalues. Now (1.1) 
implies(1.2)withC =~-K(H) -n*IIH11211HP’Ilz,andthisboundisnearly 
attainable. This is illustrated by the positive definite matrix 
H=[: 1:J 0 < &-=sc 1. 
The small eigenvalue of H is very sensitive to small relative changes in the 
matrix elements. 
Our results generalize the results obtained in [3, 1, 41. Demmel and 
Veselic [4] showed that for a positive definite matrix H, (1.2) holds with 
n 
’ = A,& A) ’ 
where 
A = [diag( H)] -1’2 H [diag( H)] -1’2 (1.3) 
is the standard scaled matrix. The condition of A can be much smaller and is 
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never much larger than that of H. Indeed, since Aii = 1, it follows that 
1 
h,i,( A) 
=G K(A) G h ,;A), 
Nl1” 
whereas van der Sluis [lo] proved that 
K(A) <Ned. (1.4) 
Similar results hold for the singular-value problem [4]. 
The aim of this paper is to extend the above result to general nonsingular 
Hermitian matrices. The nature of the estimate (1.2) shows that the nonsin- 
gularity is a natural condition to require. We show (Theorem 2.13) that (1.2) 
holds for a nonsingular Hermitian matrix H with 
where 
H=DAD, i =D-'IHID-'. 
Here D is any scaling matrix, i.e. a positive definite diagonal matrix, 
and I * I,1 .I denote the two kinds of absolute-value functions, pointwise and 
spectral: 
IAIij = IAijI, IHI= ihi? 
respectively. Note that l]Allz Q ]I I A] ]I1 < &]I A]lz holds for any matrix A. 
The scaling D is typically, but not necessarily of the standard form D = 
(diad H 1)l12. Th’ is result is stated and proved in a more general setting, 
namely that of a matrix pair H, K with K positive definite, thus properly 
generalizing corresponding results of 11, 41. Our eigenvector result, stated in 
Section 2.1, concerns the case of a single nonsingular Hermitian matrix, and 
it essentially generalizes the norm estimates from [l, 41. An unpleasant point 
of our theory is that the matrix I H 1, which has to be scaled, is not easy to 
compute. Moreover, the set of well-behaved indefinite Hermitian matrices is 
not scaling-invariant. 
Barlow and Demmel [l] showed that for matrices of the type 
H=D(E+N)D, (1.5) 
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where D, E are diagonal, E 2 = I diag(N) = 0, and 11 N 112 < 1, the inequal- , 
ity (1.2) holds with 
n 
’ = 1 - llNljz ’ 
(1.6) 
The matrices (1.5) are called scaled diagonally dominant (s.d.d.1. We show 
that for a s.d.d. matrix 
Although this does not reproduce the constant C in (1.6) (there is an extra 
factor 1 + 111 N I 112 < 1 + &>, we see that s.d.d. matrices are incl.uded in 
our theory. 
In the positive definite case the only well-behaved matrices are those 
which can be well scaled, i.e. for which the scaled matrix A from (1.3) is 
“reasonably” conditioned. More precisely, if (1.2) holds for sufficiently small 
6H, then A,,,(A) 2 2/(1 + C) for A f rom (1.3). This rather sharp result is 
proved in Lemma 2.20 and Corollary 2.23 below. It improves a related result 
of [4] and also yi e Id s a slight improvement of the van der Sluis estimate (1.4). 
In contrast to this, the choice of well-behaved indefinite matrices is, in a 
sense, richer. Writing 
H = GJG* 
with G*G positive definite (G need not be square) and J nonsingular, the 
eigenvalue problem Hx = Ax converts into the problem 
tiy = A]-‘y, Ei = G*G. (1.7) 
In Section 3 we prove the estimate of the type (1.2) for the problem (1.7) 
under the perturbations of the factor 16G,,I < &IGijl. The latter is a general- 
ization of the singular-value problem known as the hyperbolic singular-value 
problem [S]. The estimates again depend on the condition number of the 
matrix obtained by scaling G*G. As an amazing application we obtain 
floating-point perturbation estimates for matrices of the type 
H= 
HI, HI2 
[ 1 H,* 0 ’ (1.8) 
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where H,, H,* is positive definite. Note that this H may be singular. As 
could be expected, the only well-behaved singular matrices are those where 
the rank defect can be read off from the zero pattern. 
Although our paper deals with Hermitian matrices, some of our tech- 
niques can be used to investigate the eigenvalues of general matrices. As an 
example we prove a floating-point version of the known Bauer-Fike theorem. 
Another approach to matrices of the type (1.8) is to convert the problem 
Hx = Ax into the quadratic eigenvalue problem 
(A"Z - AH,, - H,,H,*,)x = 0, 
for which a good minimax theory is available [6]. As a consequence, in Section 
4 we obtain a perturbation result which is different from that of Section 3. All 
this shows that we are still not in a position to give a simple description of the 
set of all “well-behaved’ Hermitian matrices. 
As in [l, 41, we note the remarkable fact that our eigenvalue estimates 
are independent of the condition number of the corresponding eigenvector 
matrices-in generalized Hermitian eigenvalue problems they are not unitary 
and there is no upper bound for their condition. This phenomenon seems to 
be typical for the “floating-point” perturbation theory. 
2. WELL-CONDITIONED SCALINGS 
In this section we present perturbation results which are natural exten- 
sions of those from [l] and [4]. We first give a general perturbation result for 
the eigenvalues of the pair H, K with K positive definite. [An eigenvalue of 
the pair H, K is a scalar A for which det(H - hK) = 0.1 For this purpose we 
introduce a new absolute value of H relative to K denoted by 1 H 1 K. We then 
apply our general perturbation result to the floating-point perturbations of 
the matrices H and K. Theorems 2.13 and 2.16 give two simplifications 
of the perturbation bounds, and Theorem 2.17 gives bounds for another, 
more general type of perturbation where perturbing the zero elements is also 
allowed. Our theory applied to a single positive definite matrix slightly 
improves the corresponding results of [4]. It also improves the van der Sluis 
estimate (1.4) in some cases. Then we apply our theory to a single nonsingu- 
lar indefinite matrix. We prove that our theory includes scaled diagonally 
dominant matrices [l]. We also characterize the class of matrices with the 
best perturbation bounds. At the end we give some examples, and also 
consider some singular matrices. In Section 2.1 we consider the perturbation 
of the eigenvectors of a single nonsingular matrix H. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let H, K be Hermitian and K positive definite. Set 
K = ZZ* and 
lHIK = ZIZ-‘HZ-*jZ*. (2.2) 
I H I K is independent of the choice of Z.’ Let 6H, 6K be Hermitian perturba- 
tions such that for all x E C” 
Ix*SHxl < T~x*IHIKx, Ix* SKrl < 77~ x*Kx, 5k, 77K < 1. (2.3) 
Let hi and Ai be the increasingly ordered eigenvalues of the matrix pairs 
H, K and H’ = H + SH, K ’ = K -I- SK, respectively. Then A: = 0 if and 
only if hi = 0, and for nonvanishing Ai’s we have 
1 - 7)H A’i 1 + TH 
1 + 77K 
(2.4 
Proof. Let K = ZZ* = FF*. Then Z = FU, where U is a unitary 
matrix, and 
ZIZ-‘HZ-*IZ* = FUIU*F-‘HF-*UIU*F* = FIF-‘HF-*IF*. 
Thus, I HI K is independent of the choice of Z. From (2.3) it follows that 
x*(H - q#II ) K x < x*( H + 6H)x < x*( H + q,IHI+, (2.5) 
(1 - q,)x*fi < x*( K + 6K)x < (1 + qK)x*Kx. (2.6) 
Now note that the pair H f 77~ I H I K, K has the same eigenvectors as the 
pair H, K with the (again increasingly ordered) eigenvalues hi f qH I Ail. Let 
ii be the increasingly ordered eigenvalues of the pair H ‘, K. The monotoni- 
city property of the eigenvalues together with (2.5) yields immediately 
(2.7) 
It is also clear that H and H’ have the same inertia.’ The transition from 
‘For H positive definite we obviously have 1 H IK = H. 
‘In fact, H and H' have the same nullspaces. 
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H ‘, K t? H ‘, K ’ is similar. Note that both pairs have again the same inertia. 
If e.g. hi < 0, then A\ < 0 and (2.6) implies 
X*H’X X*HrX X*H’X 
< min max 
msfn~~(l-17K)X*Kr s, rcs,x*K’x~min~~(1+7&*zG’ 
where Si is any i-dimensional subspace of C”. In other words, 
1 - TK 
Similarly, if ii > 0, then Ai > 0, and we obtain 
ii 
1 + TK 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Now (2.8) and (2.9) combined with (2.7) give (2.4). n 
We now apply this result to the floating-point perturbations of matrix 
entries. Set 
and 
C(H) =C’(H,Z). 
Obviously, c’< H, K) is defined and finite if and only if H is nonsingular. For 
every H, K with K positive definite, we have 
c’( H, K) > 1. (2.10) 
Indeed, if d(H, K) were less than one, then the matrices H, K, 6H = -H, 
and 6K = 0 would satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, and this would, in 
turn, imply that H + 6H is nonsingular-a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let H, K be Hermitian matrices with H nonsingular 
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and K positive definite. Let Hermitian perturbations 6H and 6K satisfy 
I =l,,I G EIHijI, lSKijl < &IKijl, (2.12) 
such that 
q, = &H, K) < 1, vK = Eq K) < 1. 
Then the assumption (2.3) of Theorem 2.1 is fulfilled; hence its assertion 
holds. 
Proof. We have 
Ix*GHrl < Ixl%HI 1x1 < slxl’[Hl 1x1 < &(H, K)x*IHIKx, 
and similarly 
1x* 6KxI < Eq K) x*Ki. n 
Theorem 2.1 is a significant improvement over Lemma 1 and Theorem 4 
from [l], which require a more restrictive condition 
which has nontrivial applications only for positive definite H. 
The values of 6(H, K) and 6( K > are not readily computable, and we 
now exhibit a chain of simpler upper bounds for them. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let H, K be as in Theorem 2.11, and let A, i, and B 
be defined by 
H=DAD, lHIK = DAD, K = D,BD,, (2.14) 
where D and D, are scaling matrices. Then 
C”(K) ~~IIBI~~~l1B-‘ll~ = C(B), (2.15) 
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n 
and 77~ = EC(A, A) < 1, qK = EC(B) < 1 implies the assertion of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. We have 
< C( A, ii)x*Dkkx = C( A, ii)x*IHIKx, 
and similarly 
IdlKl 1x1 < C( B)x*D,BD,x = C( B)x*Kx. n 
The constant C( A, 2) cannot be uniformly improved. Indeed, take H as 
diagonal with H ’ = I, and let H’ = H + 6H be obtained by setting to zero 
any of the diagonal elements of H. Then the assertion of the above theorem, 
applied to the pair H, K = Z with SK = 0, is obviously not true, and we have 
?j)j = 1, ?jk = 0. 
Of course, all this does not mean that Theorem 2.13 covers all well- 
behaved matrices. The foJlowing sections will show the contrary. 
The constants C( A, A), C(B) are further estimated as follows: 
THEOREM 2.16. Let H, K be as in Theorem 2.11, and let A, A, and B be 
defined by (2.14), where D, D, are scalings. Then 
and vH = E Tr AIIA-‘Iln < 1, qK = E Tr BIlB-‘ll2 < 1 implies the assertion 
of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. Let 
Z-IHZ-* = UAU* 
be an eigenvalue decomposition of Z-lHZ- * with U unitary and A diagonal. 
Then JZ-lHZp *I = UlAlU*, and from (2.2) it follows that 
lHIK = ZU(RIU*Z* = GG*, 
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where G = ZUm. Furthermore, 
H = Z(Z-lHZ-*)Z* = ZUAU*Z* = GIG*, 
where J is diagonal with + l’s on the diagonal. Setting F = D-‘G for some 
positive definite diagonal D and using the obvious estimate 
I( FJF*)ij 1 6 d( FF*)ii( FF*)jj > 
we obtain (AijiS < &Ajj, and hence 11 IAl 112 Q Tr A. Similarly, II IBI 112 <
Tr B, and the theorem now follows from the definitions of C( A, 2) and 
C(B). n 
For the standard scalings D = (diag ( HI K Y2, D, = (diag K)l”, 
Theorem 2.16 yields 
C( A, ii) < nllk%, C(B) < nil B-‘11~. 
In addition, the above upper bounds can accommodate another class of 
perturbations where perturbing the zero elements is also allowed. 
THEOREM 2.17. Let H, K be Hermitian matrices with H nonsingular 
and K positive definite. Let Hermitian perturbations 6H and 6K satisfy 
such that 
ISH,,I < &DiiDjj, laK,,I < ED1,iiDl,jj> (2.18) 
vH = .5nllk1112 < 1, qK = &nllB-‘lla < 1. 
Then the assumption (2.3) of Theorem 2.1 is fulfilled; hence its assertion 
holds. 
Proof. Let us define the matrix E with Eij = 1. We have 
jx*GHrl < IxlTISH1 1x1 =S E(x(~DEDIY < ~llE11~x*D~x 
< enllk1112x*IHIKx, 
and similarly 
Ix*GKxl < enllB_‘ll2x*Kx. 
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REMARK 2.1. Note that for the standard scaling the bounds of Theorems 
2.13 and 2.17 differ by ,at most a factor 72. Therefore, the relative error 
bounds which use C( A, A) and C(B) actually allow both kinds of perturba- 
tions, (2.12) and (2.181, which makes them inappropriate in some cases (see 
Remark 2.2 below). 
We now apply our general theory to a single positive definite matrix H 
(K = I>. Theorem 2.16 reproduces the main floating-point perturbation 
result of Theorem 2.3 from [4], while Theorem 2.11 is even sharper. The 
perturbations allowed by Theorem 2.17 are of the form 
(2.19) 
The following lemma and its corollary tell us that the only well-behaved 
positive definite matrices are those which are well scaled. A similar result was 
proved in [4], but our constants are better. 
LEMMA 2.20. Let H be positive definite, and let Al. > 0 be such that for 
every Hermitian perturbation 6H with )6HijI < ~1 Hijl the matrix H + 6H is 
positive definite. Then p < 1, and for 
A = D-IHD-‘, D = (diag H)l” (2.21) 
we have 
(2.22) 
Proof. Set 
A,=(~+~)A-~/LZ, HP = DA,D = H + SH. 
Then 6H = p(H - 2 D2>, w rc rm h’ h pl ies IaH,, = ,u(HijI. By the assumption 
on H + 6H we have Z_L < 1 and A, is positive definite for every Z_L. Hence 
&n( Ap) = (1 + IL) ‘min( A) - 2~ > 0, 
and (2.22) follows. n 
COROLLARY~.~~. Let H be positive definite, and let M > 0 be such that 
for every E < l/M and every Hermitian perturbation 6H with 1 8Hijl < ~1 HijI 
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the eigenvalues hi and hi of H and H + SH, respectively, satisfy 
I 
1 - EM < ; < 1+ EM. 
1 
Then the matrix A from (2.21) satisfies 
l+M 
IIA-‘112 < - 
2 . 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Lemma 2.20 and Corollary 2.23 hold for perturbations of the type (2.121, 
so they also hold for the more general pe_rturbations of the type (2.19). 
In Theorem 2.11 we can take M as C(H) and obtain a lower bound 
e(H) 2 211A-‘(12 - 1. (2.26) 
Taking any positive definite diagonal matrix D, and setting H, = D,A,D, 
and D = DC’D, the estimates (2.26) and (2.15) yield 
4 A) 
< IIA-lllz =G 
1 +IIDIAID11211D-‘A-1D-‘112 
2 
(2.27) 
n 
This is an estimate of the same type as the van der Sluis’s estimate (1.4). 
These two estimates are generally incomparable. So for A with nonnegative 
elements (A = 1 Al) we obtain 
K( A) < nIl A-‘112 < n 
1 + K( DAD) 
2 ’ 
(2.28) 
which is slightly sharper than (1.4). 
We now turn to the case of the single nonsingular indefinite matrix $. 
We first prove that the class of matrices H with well-behaved C( A, A) 
includes the already known class of scaled diagonally dominant matrices. We 
have 
THEOREM 2.29. Let 
H=DAD, A=E+N, 
with E = E* = E-‘, ED = DE, and IINIJz < 1. lf i is defined by (HI = 
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DAD, then 
1 +Ill~lll2 
C(A, A) G n 1 _ (IN,, 2 
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(2.30) 
Proof. Since D commutes with E, there exists a unitary matrix U which 
simultaneously diagonalizes D and E, i.e. 
U*DU = A, U*EU = diag( + 1). 
Since A is only a permuted version of the matrix D, there exists a permuta- 
tion matrix P such that A = PDPT. Setting V = UP, we have 
V*DV = D, V*EV = E,, 
where E, is diagonal with + l’s on the diagonal. Now perform the unitary 
transformation 
H,=V*HV= D(V*EV+V*iW)D=D(El+iV1)D 
Here we have used the fact that D and V commute, and ]]Nr]lz = ]]N 112 
By Lemma 3 of [l], for any eigenpair A, y of H, we have 
(1 - llN,ll~)l1Dyll; < IAI llyll; G (1 + ll~,ll~)ll~yll~. (2.31) 
Note that formally [l] needs N, to have a zero diagonal. It is easily seen that 
this condition is not necessary. For any eigenpair A, y of H, (2.31) implies 
(1 - ll~ll~)tlDyll; G IAl Ilyll; < (1 + ll~ll~)ll~yll~. (2.32) 
Now let H = YAY *, Y *Y = I, A = diag(h,, . , A,), be an eigenvahre 
decomposition of H. Then 1 H 1 = Y IhlY * and 
k’ = D)HI-ID = DY~h)-1’2~A~-“2Y*D. 
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Therefore, 
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ll~-‘II2 =lIDYlnl-"211~ < nmp,,Dyi,l& < n 
1 - IlNlla 
Here we have set Y = [ yr, , yn] and used (2.32) for every pair Ai, yi. The 
theorem now follows from3 
11lAl112 GIlI + IN1112 =s 1 +11lNl112. n 
The s.d.d. matrices are a special case of the matrices considered in 
Theorem 2.29, i.e., we do not require the diagonal&y of E. Note that the 
argument of [l] leading to the estimate (1.6) can be easily modified to hold 
under the conditions of Theorem 2.29 as well. 
Even though we could only bound our measure C( A,ff) by (2.301, which 
is somewhat weaker than (1.6), we expect that C( A, A) is actually much 
better. The following example illustrates the power of our theory. Set 
A=[::; %:I ;:;I. D=[’ d d2], d&l. 
Then 11 A^-’ II2 = 10. For d = lo2 the spectrum of IHI = DAD is, properly 
rounded, 1.47 x lo-‘, 1.90 X 103, 1.00 X 10’. Now H is obtained from IHI 
by just turning the smallest eigenvalue into its negative. We obtain 
with 
[ 
0.705 0.9 0.9 
A= 0.9 1 0.9 ) 
I 
IlAll < 3. 
0.9 0.9 1 
A 
Thus, C( A, A) < 30 and H is far from being s.d.d. 
3The case of the pair H, K of s.d.d. matrices is not covered by this result (cf. a similar 
claim in [l]), although it seems highly probable that such a generalization holds. 
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A natural question is to ask which matrix pairs or single nonsingular 
matrices have the smallest vH, vK in Theorem 2.13. Obviously, C(B) > 1, 
and the equality is attained, if and only if K is diagonal. In this case we 
can take K = I, and the whole problem reduces to the case of the single 
matrix H. 
We first derive some useful inequalities. Set x = K-‘/sy = D-‘z. Then 
l.r*Hxl = Iy*K-‘/2HK-1/2yl < y*IK-“2HK-1’21y = x*IHIKx, (2.33) 
and thus 
A 
Iz*A.zI Q z*Az. (2.34) 
Similarly, Ix*H~‘xl < x*lH(ilx, and 
Iz*A-~zI Q z*A “-12. (2.35) 
Now we have (IA-‘/12 < 11~-‘112, and 
C( A, A) > IlAll2llk’112 > llAl1211A-1112 > 1. (2.36) 
THEOFEM 2.37. Let H = DAD be Hermitian and nonsingular, and let 
IHI = DAD. Then 
C(A, A) =11lAl11211k112 = 1 (2.38) 
if and only if A is proportional to P diag(Al, , A,) PT, where each of the 
blocks Ai has one of the forms 
1, -1, 
0 eiQ 
[ 1 e--iQ 0 ’ 
A and D commute, and P is a permutation matrix. 
Proof. If H has the form described above, then 1 H ( = D21Al = D2, i.e., 
A = 2 and (2.38) holds. 
Conversely, if (2.38) holds, th en all inequalities in (2.36) go into equali- 
ties. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
ii,, = 1. (2.39) 
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Now the equality 11 A(lzllA-illa = 1 means that 
A = cV, c>o, v=v-l =v*. (2.40) 
From 1~~1” = H2 it follows that 
c2VD2V = iD”i. (2.41) 
This is equivalent to the unitarity of the matrix 
W = CD-‘klVD. 
This, in turn, implies that W is similar to CA -1/2Vi-1/2. Since the latter 
matrix is also Hermitian, it must be unitary, i.e., 
This is equivalent to 
,. 
( I 
-1 ,. 
VA V=A 
C c . 
(2.42) 
We now yse llAllallk’l12 = II(~/c)~‘ll~ = 1, which, together with (2.42), 
implies )IA/cll2 = 1. W e conclude that A/c is unitary, which, together with 
its Hermiticity and positive definiteness, implies A/c = 1. Hence, (2.39) 
implies A = Z and c = 1. Now we can writ: (2.41) as D2A = AD2, i.e., A 
and D commute. Finally, we use II IA1 llallA-llla = II IAl 112 = 1. By c = 1, 
the relation (2.40) gives 
Here we need the following 
LEMMA 2.43. Let U*U = Z and 1) JUJ )I2 = 1. Then JUJTJUJ = I, i.e., 
each row of U contains at most one nonvanishing element. Zf, in addition, U 
is square, then U is a (one-sided) permutation of a diagonal matrix. Con- 
versely, (UITIU( = I implies U*U = Z and II (UI 112 = 1. 
Proof. From U”U = Z it follows ((UlrIUl)ii E 1. If aij = (lUlrlUl)ij + 0 
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for some pair i # j, then the submatrix 
1 aij 
i 1 aii 1 
of IU IT IU 1 has an eigenvalue greater than one-a contradiction to the 
assumption 11 lUl /I2 = 1. The rest of the assertion is trivial, n 
To finish the proof of the theorem just use the lemma above and the 
hermiticity of A. Thus, up to a simultaneous permutation of rows and 
columns. A is a direct sum of 
Aje {l,-1,[,_9, ‘;]), i=l,..., p. n 
The simple upper bounds in Theorem 2.16 take their minimum n on a 
much larger class of matrices, namely those with A unitary and commuting 
with D. Indeed, from the proof of Theorem 2.37 we immediately obtain 
COROLLARY 2.44. Let H, D, A, and 2 be as in Theorem 2.37 and such 
that Al1 = 1. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Tr 211 A-‘112 = o, 
(ii) A = I, 
(iii) A is unitary and commutes with D. 
An example of such matrix is given by 
A=[: ‘c 41, D= [“’ d, dS], 
where s2 +c 2 = 1 and d,, d, > 0. Note that Theorem 2.29 concerns a 
certain sort of small perturbations of such matrices. Also note that the only 
positive definite matrices satisfying Corollary 2.44 are again diagonal ones. 
The next natural question is: how good are the matrices H = DAD with 
A unitary, but not necessarily commuting with D? As an example take the 
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matrix H = DAD with 
where d > 0. Here A is unitary, but it does not commute with D. The 
eigenvalues of H are A, = d2, A, = d, A, = -d,h, = 1, and the corre- 
sponding eigenvectors are 
If we choose a perturbation of the form 
SH = ed2wwT, w = [l 0 0 l]‘, 
and set H’ = H + SH, we have JSH,,I < 2&IHijl and 
UTH’7J = diag(d2, d, -d, 1) + cd2UTwwTU 
d2 0 0 0 
0 0 
= 
d + cd2 Ed2 
I 
’ 0 cd2 -d + cd2 0 
0 0 0 1 
Therefore, A\ = d(cd + m) and (6h,(/lh,l > cd, so H is not well 
behaved for large d. Since the matrix 
0 -d2 + d 
d+l d-l 0 
d-l d+l 0 
-d2+d 0 0 d2 + d 
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is symmetric and positive definite, we conclude that lH1 = HA. For x = 
[l 0 0 l]r we have 
lxlTIHI x1 
= 
d 
x*IHlx ’ 
and thus c’(H) + ~0 as d 4 ~0. This example shows that the properties of 
the matrix A alone are in general not enough for the good behavior of the 
indefinite matrix H = DAD. In other words, contrary to the positive definite 
case, an additional scaling H, = D,HD, of a well-behaved H need not 
produce a well-behaved H,. 
REMARK 2.2. For the indefinite matrices we do not have the equivalent 
of Lemma 2.20 telling us that the matrix behaves well under the perturba- 
tions of the type (2.12) ‘f 1 and only if d(H) is small. Moreover, estimating 
C(H) with C( A, A) is in some cases not appropriate. For example, matrices 
of the type (1.8) b e h ave well under the perturbations of the type (2.12) (see 
the following sections), but are very sensitive to the perturbations of the type 
(2.18) for the standard scaling. Therefore, nH from Theorem 2.17 and then, 
in turn, 77~ from Theorem 2.16 must necessarily be large, and some other 
kind of analysis is required. 
REMARK 2.3 (Some singular matrices). Although Theorem 2.1 does not 
require the nonsingularity of the unperturbed matrix H, the subsequent 
theory, as it stands, cannot handle singular matrices. However, for a single 
matrix of the type 
H= fi 0 1 1 0 0’ ti nonsingular, (2.46) 
the condition 1 8Htjl < ~1 HijI obviously preserves the zero structure, and the 
problem trivially reduces to the perturbation of H, to which our theory can 
be applied. For a pair, H, K with H as above and K positive definite of the 
form 
we proceed as follows: from the proof of Theorem 2.11 we see that the 
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perturbation on K does not need the nonsingularity of H. Furthermore, 
the nonzero_eigenvalues of the pair H, K coincide with the eigenvalues 
of the pair H, K, where i = K,, - K,, K,-,‘K,*,. Thus, in perturbing H the 
z_ero_eigenvalues do not change and we can apply Theorem 2.11 to the pair 
e, K. We obtain the full assertion of Theorem 2.11 with c’( fi, i) instead of 
C(H, K). 
Similarly, Theorem 2.13 holds where A, a and B are obtained by scaling 
J?Z 1 H Ii and K, respectively. If, in addition, H is positive semidefinite, then 
1 H 16 = I;f, and Theorem 2.13 and the subsequent theory hold with A = i 
and B obtained by scaling G and K, respectively. 
It is readily seen that (2.46) is the only form (up to a permutation) 
of a positive semidefinite matrix whose eigenvalues behave well under the 
floating-point perturbations. As we shall see later, the indefinite case is more 
complicated in this aspect. 
2.1. Perturbation of the Eigenvectors 
In this subsection we consider the behavior of the eigenvectors under the 
perturbations as in Theorem 2.1. We consider the case of a single nonsingular 
Hermitian matrix H (i.e. K = I, 6K = 0). As in [I, 41, this behavior is 
influenced by a relative gap between the neighboring eigenvalues. Our 
definition of relative gap is similar but not identical to the ones from [l, 41, 
which makes an exact comparison of (actually similar) results difficult. Our 
approach-in contrast to the one from [l, 4]-is that of [7], which deals with 
the norm estimates of the spectral projections and thus allows the treatment 
of multiple and clustered eigenvalues. We also expect our bounds to be better 
than those of [l, 41, since they do not depend on n. 
We now define the relative gap, &A), for the possibly multiple eigen- 
value A of H. To simplify the notation, as well as the statement and the proof 
of the following theorem, we shall assume that A is positive. Negative 
eigenvalues of H are considered as the positive eigenvalues of the matrix -H. 
By h, and A, we denote the left and the right neighbor of A in the spectrum 
cr ( H ) of H, respectively. We set 
min 6-G 1 K-6 
rgP) = I 6 ’ \lhR I if h,>O, (2.47) min h, - A 2(&Z - l), h+h otherwise. R 
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THEOREM 2.48. Let h be a positive 
nonsingular Hermitian matrix H, and let 
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(possibly multiple) eigenvalue of a 
1 
p=- 
/ 27ri r 
R, dp., R, = ( /_LZ - H)-‘, (2.49) 
be the corresponding eigenprojection. Here r is a curve around h which 
separates h from the rest of the spectrum. Let P + 6P be the corresponding 
spectral projection of the matrix H + SH with 1 x* SH XI < 7x*( H 1 x. Then 
/ rl - . 
%( *) 
1-(1+l ) 
1 
for A, > 0, 
%(A) 77 
lI~Pll2 G ( 2fi-Jh,<&, 
rl 1 __. 
%( *I 1 - --IL 
otherwise, 
\ %( A) 
(2.50) 
provided that the right-hand side is positive. 
Proof. By setting 
A = IHI-1’2 SH IHI-“‘, Z~ = R,IIY(~‘~, wp = IHI~/~RJHI’/~, 
we obtain llAl12 Q 77 and 
6P = +&A f (wpA)kzp dp. 
k=O 
Choosing r as a circle around A with the radius r, we obtain 
IIWl2 Q fY+---_ 
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with 
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w = maxIlw,ll2 = max max ~ 
/lEr PSI- VEG(H) Ip - 4’ 
provided that q < l/w. We obviously have 
z2 = max 
i 
l4,l h 
( h - ?- - /q2 ’ 7 
(2.51) 
‘R \ 
i 
l&,l A 
w=max 
h-r-A,‘r’h,-h-+ 
We first consider the case A, > 0. If 26 - & -C &, then by 
setting 
r=qfi-&-) (2.52) 
we obtain 
Here we have used our assumption and the fact that both rightmost terms in 
(2.51) are decreasing functions of A,. Therefore, 
Li 1 
lISPI Q 
dI-&y 4x ) 
l- 
i 
l+,-& 7, 
I 
and (2.50) holds. Positivity of the right-hand side of (2.50) justifies, in turn, 
our choice of the same r in the definitions of P and P + SP as follows: the 
perturbation theorem for the eigenvalues implies that A, can increase to at 
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most A,(1 + n),As can decrease to at least A,(1 - 71, and the eigenvalues 
of H + SH which correspond to A remain in the interval [A(1 - n), A(1 + 
v)]. Positivity of the right-hand side of (2.50) always implies rg(A) > 7. This, 
together with our choice of T, implies that 
spectrum of H + SH and that the interior 
eigenvalues of H + SH which correspond to 
subsequent cases, as well. 
If 2JX - & 2 JhR, then by setting 
r contains no points of the 
of I contains exactly those 
A. This remark holds for the 
we obtain 
Here we used our assumption and the fact that both leftmost terms in the 
right-hand side of (2.51) are increasing functions of A, > 0. Therefore, 
and (2.50) holds. If A is the largest positive eigenvalue (i.e., A, does not 
exist), then by setting r as in (2.52) we obtain 
and (2.50) holds again. 
If A, < 0 or if A, 
2(fi - 1) [if A, exists, 
we obtain 
4(G - l)‘A’ w = 2(fi - 1) ’ 
does not exist, we proceed as follows: if rg( A) = 
this implies A(46 + 5) < ha], then by setting 
r = 2(fi - 1)A 
1 1 
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so (2.50) holds. Finally, if rg( A) = (A, - A)/( A, + 
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h), then by setting 
we obtain 
A, - A 
r=A- 
A, + A 
and (2.50) holds again. 
3. PERTURBATIONS BY FACTORS 
= 
A, + A 
:p 
As-A’ 
In this section we consider perturbations of the eigenvalues of a single 
Hermitian matrix H given in a factorized form 
H = GIG*, (3.1) 
where G need not be square but must have full column rank, whereas J is 
Hermitian and nonsingular. A typical J is 
11= [:, $1. (3.2) 
Here the unit blocks need not have the same dimension, and one of them 
may be void. Such factorization is obtained e.g. by the indefinite symmetric 
decomposition of H [2, 91. We consider the change of the eigenvalues of H 
under perturbation of G while J remains unchanged. Here it is natural to 
use the one-sided scaling G = BD. The behavior of the eigenvectors does not 
seem to be as easy to follow as in Section 2.1, and we have no corresponding 
results as yet. 
For J = Z the problem reduces to considering singular values of G. 
We reproduce the result of 141 with somewhat better constants. The same 
technique allows an interesting floating-point estimate for the eigenvalues of 
G (which is non-Hermitian). 
The section is organized as follows. Theorem 3.3 gives a general pertur- 
bation theory, while Theorem 3.9 applies this theory to the floating-point 
perturbations. In the following discussion we simplify the perturbation bounds 
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analogously to the previous section. As an application we derive floating- 
point perturbation estimates for some classes of matrices not covered by 
Section 2. Finally, Theorems 3.16 and 3.17 show that good behavior of the 
singular values often implies the same for the eigenvalues if the matrix is not 
positive definite, or even if it is non-Hermitian. Theorem 3.17 is in fact a 
“floating-point version” of the known Bauer-Fike result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let H = GJG* be as above, and let H’ = G’JG’* with 
G’ = G + SG, 116Gxll2 G ~llGxll2, (3.4) 
for all x E C” and some 7 < 1. Then H and H ’ have the same inertia, and 
their nonvanishing eigenvalues A,, A\, respectively, satisfy the inequalities 
(1 - q)2 Q ; < (1+ 7#. (3.5) 
Proof. We first show that the nonvanishing eigenvalues of H coincide 
with the eigenvalues of the pair G*G, J-‘. Indeed, since G*G is positive 
definite, there exists a nonsingular F such that 
F*G*GF = y (3.6) 
and 
F*J-‘F = J1 (3.7) 
are diagonal matrices, and J1 is from (3.2). Then the eigenvalues of the pair 
G*G, J-i are found on the diagonal of rJ1 = Jiy. Set U = GFyml/‘. By 
(3.6) we have U*U = Z (but not necessarily UU* = I>. Using (3.6) and (3.7) 
we obtain 
HU = GJG*GFy- l/2 = GJF-*F*G*GFy-‘/2 
= GF( F*J-‘F)-ly1/2 = Ull y 
Thus, the columns of U are eigenvectors of H, and the eigenvalues of H 
coincide with those of G*G, J-‘. Furthermore, U *x = 0 implies Hx = 0, so 
the eigenvalues of G*G, J-’ are exactly the nonvanishing eigenvalues of H. 
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By (3.4) we have 
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(1 - ~)llGxll~ < IlG’xllz Q (1 + ~)k2dz, (3.8) 
so that everything said for H holds for H’ as well. In particular, H and H’ 
have the same inertia. Now square (3.81, use the monotonicity property from 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 for the pairs J-‘, G*G and J-i, G’*G’, and take 
reciprocals in (2.8) and (2.9). n 
G’ 
We now consider floating-point perturbations and scalings. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let H = G]G* be as in (3.1). Let H’ = G’]G’*, where 
= G + SG, and for all i, j and some E > 0 one has 
bG,,I < &,,I. (3.10) 
Set 
where B = GDP’, D is diagonal and positive definite, and q,,,,(B) is the 
smallest singular value of B. lf 7) < 1, then the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 
are fuljlled; hence its assertion holds. 
Proof. For x E C” we have 
By II I Bl 112 a II Bllz we have 
IIlBlllz 
%in( B, 
> 
%lx(B) > 1 
amin ’ ’ 
Here both inequalities go over into equalities if and only if B has the 
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property 
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B*B = ~‘1, Y> 9, l]IBt]]z = Y> 
or, equivalently (Lemma 2.43), if and only if 1 BITI BI = ~‘1. As in Section 2, 
we can make a simplifying estimate 
IIlBlll2 [Tr( B*B)]“’ 
%in( B, 
< 
%inCB) ’ 
so that 
77= 
.s[Tr(B*B)]1’2 < , 
%in( B, 
(3.11) 
again implies (3.4) and therefore (3.5). This yields a new “condition number” 
[Tr(B*B)11’2 > G 
%in( B, ’ ’ 
where the equality is attained if and only if B*B = y21. For the standard 
scaling where ( B*B)ii = 1 the relation (3.5) is simplified by 
EG 
’ = %n( B, 
< 1. (3.12) 
This is a slight improvement over [4] (our constant is & times better). 
For J = Z (or J = -I) we can handle the matrix H = GG* in two ways. 
If G has full column rank, then we apply our theory as described in 
Theorems 3.3 %nd 3.9. If G* has full column rank, then we apply our theory 
to the matrix H = G*G, whose nonvanishing eigenvalues are the eigenvalues 
of H. In the indefinite case (J # + I) the situation is different. The following 
simple example illustrates this important asymmetry. Take 
G = [u>b], SG = [&z, Sb]. 
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Our theory cannot be applied to 
H = GG* = Ial + lbl’, 
but it works on 
H = G*G, 
where G* = 55, B’ = [l/ fi l/ fi]‘, fi = (Ial” + lb]‘)‘/‘, thus giving 
77 = E independently of a and b. On the contrary, no theory can “save” the 
matrix 
H=G; 
[ 1 _y G* = lal2 - 1b12, 
since 
la + 6al2 - lb + 6b12 
Ial2 - lb12 
cannot be made small uniformly 
small4 
As in Theorem 2.17, we can 
perturbations 6G defined by 
in a, b if (6a/al and ISb/bl are sufficiently 
show that a perturbation result holds under 
lSG,,l < .cDj for all i,j: 
where D is a scaling. The above type of perturbation is less restrictive than 
(3.101, e.g. it all ows us to change zero elements. We have 
41n the indefinite case the values pk = m sign h, are called the hyperbolic 
singular o&es [S]. 
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hence (3.5) is implied by 
yJ= nE 
%in( ‘) 
< 1. (3.13) 
Similarly one shows that the estimate (3.5) is obtained under the pertur- 
bation 
SG = 6BD, 
ll~Bll2 < 1 
= Q,(B) ’ 
(3.14) 
The following two examples show how Theorem 3.9 can accommodate 
floating-point perturbations of some matrices which, in spite of Remark 2.1, 
cannot be handled by the theory from Section 2. For the first example set 
Hz A F* 
[ 1 F 0’ 
where A is of order m and m < n - m. Then H = G]G* with 
where the unit blocks have the order m. Now the perturbation 6H of H 
with 1 HijI < ~1 Hijl gi ves rise to a perturbation SG of G with lSG,,I < cIGijJ, 
and Theorem 3.9 holds e.g. with 
B= [y :][D;l :‘I> 
where D is the standard scaling 
D,“i = ($A2 + F*F),. 
The requirement that G have full column rank is equivalent to the same 
requirement on F. Note that this allows singular matrices H. 
An even simpler case is the one with A = 0. Then we can apply the 
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theory to 
H= [; “;I = [; :,I[; ;I[: “di]> (3.15) 
as well as to 
In any case, the nonvanishing eigenvalues of H coincide with the singular 
values of F taken with both signs. Now 16GijI < .slGijl means lSF,,l < 
sIF,,I, and we can apply our theory in two ways: 
(1) take e.g. (3.15) an d use Theorem 3.9 to obtain (3.5) with 
where B = FIT’, (B*B)ii = 1, or 
(2) apply Theorem 3.9 to the factorized matrix FF* (with the same B), 
which yields a slightly better estimate 
A’k” 
(1- T/y f 2 < (1+ g. 
k 
In both cases the theory from Section 2 would require both BB* and B*B to 
scale well, which is certainly a further unnecessary restriction. 
As a second example set 
a b 
H= b 0 
[ 1 ii c 0 cl2 
We can e.g. decompose H as 
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Now ISHij( < 
theory as in 
&IHjjl again implies lSG,,l < .sIGijl, and we can apply our 
the previous example. For e.g. a = b = c = 1 we obtain 
II IBI Ilzll~-‘l12 = 2 + fi, independently of (Y. In particular, if cx is small, 
then even the absolutely smallest eigenvalue cr2/2 + O( a4> is well defined 
by the matrix elements of H. On the other side, the theory from Section 2 
applied to H, I gives nothing useful here. Indeed, as (Y + 0 we have 
I5 11 
IHI = 5 1 2 2 + O((Y’), 
[ 1 1 2 2 
so that C(A, A> = 0(1/o’). M oreover, numerical experiments show that 
C(H) > l/lal. 
The eigenvalues of a general Hermitian matrix coincide with the singular 
values up to the signs. Thus, if H has well-behaved singular values, the same 
is expected for the eigenvalues. We have” 
THEOREM 3.16. Let H be Hermitian and nonsingular and H = BD a 
scaling. Let SH be a Hermitian perturbation with [6H,,( =Z E[ Hjjl and 
77 = EC(B) < 1 
Then the eigenvalues A,, &. of H, H ’ = H + 6H satisfy 
4 
1-~<-<11f. 
hk 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.9, we obtain 
By Lowrier’s theorem 17, Chapter V, $4.31 we have 
lx*SHxl G x*IGHlx < vx*IHlx. 
NOW apply Theorem 2.1 with K = I, 6K = 0. 
The rule “well-behaved singular values, well-behaved eigenvalues” extends 
to many non-Hermitian matrices. We present a simple floating-point version 
of the known Bauer-Fike theorem. 
‘Although the following two theorems do not concern matrices in factorized form, we 
present them here because they use results of this section. 
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THEOREM 3.17. Let G, S be nonsingular matrices with 
S-‘GS=diag(A,,...,h,), 
and let SG be a perturbation with IISGX~(~ < v11Gx112. Then the eigenwalues 
of G + 6G lie in the union of disks 
{A; IA - Ai1 < q}, ri = ~lAjh( s), i = 1,. . ,n. 
Proof. Let (G + 6G - AZ)x = 0. If A is an eigenvalue of G, then the 
theorem is proved. Otherwise set z = (G - AZ)-lx. Then z # 0 and 
,z = GGG-‘G(AZ - G)-‘a. 
Hence 
for some i,, and 
Here, too, the number of the eigenvalues in any component of the union 
equals the number of disks in it. 
Taking the perturbation I6G,, 1 < .s(Gijl, Theorem 3.9 gives the radii 
ri = ~lh~lc(B)~(s) 
with two condition numbers: C(B) and K(S). An eigenprojection estimate 
similar to that in Section 2.1 is possible here as well. 
4. QUADRATIC-PENCIL APPROACH 
In this section we consider once more Hermitian matrices of the type 
H= A B* 
[ 1 B 0’ 
(4.1) 
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Here we assume A, B*B as positive definite of order m with 
m<n-m. (4.2) 
We develop a perturbation theory by reducing the eigenproblem for H to a 
quadratic eigenvalue problem. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. A nonvanishing number h is an eigenvalue of H if and 
only if 
det( A2 - AA - B*B) = 0. 
Proof. Let Hx = Ax, x # 0. With the corresponding partitioning x = 
(XT> xl)r this can be written as 
Ax,+ B*x2 = Ax,, 
Bx, = Ax,. 
If A # 0, we have x2 = Br,/A and 
( A21 - AA - B*B)xl = 0, (4.4) 
where A # 0 implies xi # 0. Conversely, if (4.4) holds for some xi # 0, then 
A # 0, and Hx = Ax with x = (XT, xTB*/AjT. n 
Thus, the perturbations of H which have the same zero structure can be 
reduced to the perturbations of the quadratic eigenvalue problem (4.4), for 
which a satisfactory minimax theory is available. Set C = B*B. Then the 
eigenvalues of the problem 
(A21 - AA - C)x = 0 
can be written as 
A; =G -a’ < A, < 0 < A; < ..a Q A; 
THEOREM 4.6. Let H be defined with (4.1) and (4.2). Let 
(4.5) 
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be a Herrnitian perturbation with the same structure as H such that 
holds for all x E C” and some q < 1. Let hi* be the nonvanishing eigen- 
values of H’ ordered as in (4.5). Then H and H’ = H + 6H have the same 
inertia, and for the nonvanishing eigenvalues of H’ we have 
Proof. Set A’ = A + SA, B’ = B + 6B. Then (4.7) implies 
(1 - ~)x*Ax < x*A’x < (1 + q)x*Ax, 
(1 - r])2x*B*Bx < X*B’Q’X < (1 + 7ji)2r*B*Bx. 
According to [6] the following minimax formula holds: 
(4.8) 
where 
p,(A,C,x) = 
r*Ax * d( x*Ax)2 + 4r*cx 
2 (4.9) 
Here S, is any k-dimensional subspace of C”, and the maximum in (4.8) is 
taken over all such subspaces. Note that 
2r*cx 
p_(A,C,x) = - 
x*Ax + d( x*Ax)2 + 4x*cx . 
(4.10) 
From (4.9) we have 
(1 - q)p+(A,C,x) <p+(A’,C’,x) G (1 + q)p+(A,C,x). 
Now (4.8) implies 
(1 - ?+ik+< Ai+< (1 + $A:. (4.11) 
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For ;p _ we have from (4.10) 
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which implies 
(4.12) 
The assertion of the theorem now follows from (4.11) and (4.12). n 
Note that the positive eigenvalues enjoy better bounds. If A is negative 
definite, then the roles of A$ ‘s change and Ai ‘s behave better. We can now 
apply the estimates from Sections 2, 3. So Theorem 4.6 holds if, e.g., we take 
the standard scalings A = DA, D, B = B, D, and require 
These conditions seem to be incomparable with the ones obtained in Section 
3 for the same type of matrices. 
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